Higher education institution staff

Do you want to enrich your experience, develop your professional skills?

- Your own higher education institution may have cooperation agreements with European partners under Erasmus+. If so, you can apply for a grant to spend a period (5 days to 2 months) at this partner institution to deliver teaching or training, or to follow training for career development purposes.
- Under this agreement, your university can also receive European staff.

To apply, contact your institution’s international office for more information.

- Academics can also apply to act as scholars or guest lecturers in any of the ongoing Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degrees.

Apply directly to the consortium delivering the joint programme, which carries out a competitive selection procedure, open to academics from around the world.

The list of courses can be found here:

http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus/jointmasterdegrees

Jean Monnet activities

Teaching or researching European integration issues?

- You may become part of a high level academic community.
- Your institution can apply for teaching and research via a Jean Monnet module, a Chair or a Centre of Excellence.
- Jean Monnet Networks or Projects foster consortia of international players in EU studies, exchange best practice, build knowledge and promote European integration around the world.

To apply, contact the Executive Agency (EACEA) in Brussels at:

Erasmus+ is the European Union programme for education, training, youth and sport for the period 2014-2020.

It offers a range of opportunities for higher education students, doctoral candidates, staff and institutions from around the world.

Scholarships are available for:

**Students & doctoral candidates**

**Do you want to follow an entire degree programme?**

- You can apply for a scholarship to follow one of the existing high-level Erasmus Mundus programmes at masters or doctoral level or one of the new Erasmus+ Joint Master Degree programmes, offered by a consortium of European and non-European higher education institutions. You will study in at least two of the participating institutions and be awarded a joint or double/multiple degree at the end of your studies.
- EU-funded scholarships cover the participation costs, travel to Europe, a living allowance and insurance.

**Apply** directly to the consortium, which carries out a competitive selection procedure for scholarship places, open to candidates from around the world. The list of courses can be found here: [http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus/jointmasterdegrees](http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus/jointmasterdegrees)

**Interested in training or a career in research?**

**Apply** for a doctoral fellowship or other research grants available under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions, part of the EU’s Horizon 2020 framework programme for research and innovation.

---

1. Doctoral fellowships will only be offered up to the 2017 intake.

Do you want to study in Europe and have it count towards your degree back home?

- Your own higher education institution may have cooperation agreements with European universities under Erasmus+. If so, you can apply for a grant for short-term credit mobility (3 to 12 months), under which you can spend part of your study period (at bachelors, masters or doctorate level) at a partner institution. Your academic activities at your receiving institution will be fully recognised and contribute to your degree once you return to your sending institution. Under this agreement, your university can also receive European students.

“This kind of mobility giving credits towards your degree is supported for students from outside Europe to study in Europe and for European students to study elsewhere in the world.”

To apply, contact your institution’s international relations office for more information.